versus a return to tradition. The aim of this chapter is to describe in chronological order how these complicated aspects have developed.
Power Spots of the 1980s: Enter the Tenkawa Shrine
As indicated above, the concept of power spot is commonly believed to have been suddenly propagated by the mass media from 2009 to 2010. On the other hand, prior researchers have shown the importance of a book written by Masuaki Kiyota in 1991 in the propagation of the concept of power spot (Suga 2010; Kotera 2011). However, for researchers who have long observed the field of individualistic spirituality, the interest in power spots is decisively not a new phenomenon. It can be traced back earlier than Kiyota's book, and he should not be considered the proponent of the term (though Kiyota wrote that he started using this word independently in his school days, which was in the 1970s; Kiyota 1991, 22-3). The term was well established among Japanese New Age practitioners as early as the middle of the 1980s. Following a recommendation, the manga artist Suzue Miuchi visited the Tenkawa Daibenzaiten Shrine (in Nara Prefecture) in November 1985 when looking for a place to set the stage of her play, "The Crimson Goddess," for her work Glass Mask (serialized in 1975). The shrine was already known to musicians inside and outside Japan as a source of inspiration. There, according to her explanation, Miuchi also had a mysterious experience.
Suddenly, I felt as if I was in the center of a hole in the earth, exposed to a cold rush of air blowing from below, and my body became transparent. All that remained of me was a mass of Life (Inochi), without feelings or flesh. That was my true self. I felt that I was living my Life connected to the other Life forms, fire, water, and much more. In just one night, my perspective of Life changed completely.
Both human and nature are granted Life by a greater power. In my comic book series, that message was narrated by the renowned actress Chigusa Tsukikage, who once acted in "The Crimson Goddess." That is what I personally experienced, and what I want to tell the world. Miuchi 2011 A concise explanation of the site of "Tenkawa" is provided on the back cover of the guidebook, Tenkawa: Super Psychic Spot, published in 1986 and edited by Mikinosuke Kakisaka, the chief priest of the Tenkawa Shrine.
